
BENEFITS
- The complete solution:
works with LRS pagers and
cell phones
The Freedom transmitter ensures you will be able
to reach every guest - even those who don’t
have cell phones

- Reduce Startup Costs by 50%
Notifying your guests via their cell phone mini-
mizes the number of pagers required 50% or
more over legacy paging systems

- Fewer pagers means reduced
maintenance costs by 50% or
more

- No delays between cell
messages - send dozens of cell
messages simultaneously

- Gives restaurants Freedom in
how they contact guests

- Gives guests Freedom in how
they wish to be contacted

- Promo button helps build your
email marketing list

- Reduces walk-aways

- Increases table turns

- Reduces hostess stand
congestion

- Improves host/hostess
efficiency

FEATURES
- 1 Way Cell Phone Texting or Voice
Messaging

- Pages All LRS Pagers

- Promo button collects email addresses

- Customized alphanumeric messaging

- Multiple group paging

- Supports up to 9,999 pagers and unlimited
cell phones

- Supports a voice recording

- Easy-to-Read, 16-character by 4-line display

- Selectable paging modes

- Built-in clock

- Antitheft feature

- All Locate feature

- Tracking Mode – keeps paging until page
is cleared

- Range test mode

- Compatible with USB Keyboard

- UHF frequency (420 – 470 MHz)

- Operates on 110V or 220V

- Footprint: 4" x 8"

- Internet connection required for cell phone
texting and voice messaging

NEW

CELL PHONE MESSAGING & LRS PAGERS = THE COMPLETE SOLUTION
The new Freedom transmitter is designed to provide restaurants and guests with more
freedom when managing wait times. The new function of the Freedom Transmitter is its
ability to contact guests via text messaging, phone messaging or LRS pager. You now
have the freedom to do what’s best for you and your customers.

The Freedom transmitter is the only complete solution on the market for con-
tacting guests. It combines the best of all technologies. Because it can call
LRS pagers and cell phones, you will never have to worry about con-
tacting guests. Text-only systems limit your ability to contact guests that
either don’t have a cell phone or who are reluctant to give out their cell
number; whereas, the Freedom system ensures you can reach every
guest, every time.

“Your table is
ready at…”

THE FREEDOM TRANSMITTER
MESSAGES CELL PHONES

AND ALL LRS PAGERS
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